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Introduction
Some sites are hard to figure out just from their name alone. Anal LickFest is not one of them. This site
offers all the anilingus, felching, and oral ass play that any enthusiast could ever ask for. These are
gorgeous sluts getting interviewed as they eat ass and earn a well felched cumshot!

Adult Review
Ever wonder what happened to Khan Tusion and the rest of the guys from the Meatholes site when it stopped updating? The
production crew from Meatholes is still active and their current project sets a new standard for backdoor filth! If you were a
Meatholes member in the past, joining up to see what the guys have gotten into now is something you will want to consider
doing.
  
  Anal Lickfest includes all the psychodrama and interview expertise that only Khan Tusion can provide. His pre-shoot talks
with the ladies about to perform for Anal Lickfest are worth the price of admission all by themselves. He gets them to use
their real names, finds out their nicknames and even gets some of these gals to tell you what high-school they really went to!
Perhaps you'll see someone you recognize.
  
  Each scene features two stunning starlets who spend some couch time with Khan answering questions about their private
lives, what their parents do for a living and more. When Khan finds a juicy nugget that strikes a nerve he delves deeper and
the scene only gets hotter.
  
  Once the action starts, each scene is a variation on a two girl and one guy shoot. As the site name  implies, the chicks in
these scenes think of assholes the same way most of us think of buried treasure... and the hunt is on. Every episode is
chock-full of ass licking butthole worship as these chicks turn anilingus into a fucking art-form! They go ass to mouth on
cock, tongue deep in the bung and even drink sperm right out of their gal pal's rectum!
  
  Many people will be turned off by the kind of smut Anal Lickfest supplies... but if this kind of kink is what floats your boat
then TheTongue can assure you that you won't find a better version of it on any other website. This is tongue up the ass
utopia!
  
  All scenes are offered in a variety of formats and none of them are DRM encrypted, that means anything you download
today will still be on your drives even if the guys at Meatmembers move on to something else. These sites are a collector's
dream. Each scene also includes plenty of 900x600 high-res photos as well.
  
  Also, along with Anal LickFest, your membership gets you full access to all the Included Sites listed on the right side of this
review. That's dozens of high quality sites each worth the price of admission on their own but instead making up one of the
best networks of smut that money can buy!
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  Take the tour and see this hardcore ass to mouth action for yourself. Then sign-up for the monthly full membership or try
out the new limited trial if you still aren't quite sure.

Porn Summary
If one girl kissing and licking another chick's ass like she was bobbing for apples is a turn-on for your cock... get a
membership and watch these gorgeous starlets chow down on each other's leather cheerios and the butthole of the man
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fucking them. Seeing them felch his load out of each other's asses is ATM at its very best!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'If one girl's tongue in another girl's ass is your cup of tea... drink up!'
Quality: 94  Updates: 93 Exclusive: 90 Interface: 80
Support: 88 Unique: 91    Taste: 89        Final: 90

Porn Sites Included
Hell Fire Sex (91) ,Black Crack Addicts (91) ,Riot Whores (91) ,Dirty Fuck Dolls (90) ,Rusty Trombone (89) ,CatFight
Gangbang (85) ,Squirt Bukkake (85) ,Midnight Prowl (85) ,Chix In The Mix (84) ,Cum Farters (84) ,Anal Cum Junkies (84) ,
Cum Filled Mouths (83) ,Top Notch Bitches (83) ,Blowjob Quickies (83) ,Gagging Whores (83) ,Meat Holes (82) ,Drool My
Load (82) ,Black Addiction (80) ,Cock Brutality (79) ,Ass 2 Mouth Sluts (78) ,Black Attack Gangbang (78) ,Altered Assholes
(72) ,Banzai Sluts (71) ,Pervert Paradise (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Anal, Ass to Mouth, Exclusive, Extreme, Felching, Group Sex, Hardcore, Lesbian, Oral, PornStars, Spitting

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 58
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